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Administration: Workspace 
Server and Object Spawner

SAS Workspace Server and SAS Object Spawner: 
Overview

The SAS Workspace Server enables client programs to access SAS libraries, perform tasks by using the SAS 
language, and retrieve the results. SAS Workspace Servers are initialized by the SAS Object Spawner.

Note: A visual-only deployment does not use SAS Workspace Server and SAS Object Spawner.

See Also

n How To on page 1

n Concepts on page 5

SAS Workspace Server and SAS Object Spawner: 
How To

Operate

SAS Viya uses the operating system’s default init system or systemd command to launch a script that can stop, 
start, restart, and check the status of SAS Object Spawner. This script, sas-viya-spawner-default, resides 
in /etc/init.d.

http://documentation.sas.com/#/?docsetId=calchkcfg&docsetVersion=3.2&docsetTarget=n00004saschecklist0000config.htm&docsetTargetAnchor=n00001saschecklist0000config&locale=en


Note: You must be signed in to the machine where the object spawner resides with sudo privileges to run this 
script.

To the operate the object spawner, run:

sas-viya-spawner-default status | stop | start | restart

Note: There is a script with which you can manage and view the running state of all SAS Viya services. For 
more information, see “All Servers and Services” in SAS Viya Administration: General Servers and Services.

For your convenience, here are a few examples:

n checking status of the object spawner using a direct call:

sudo /etc/init.d/sas-viya-spawner-default status

n stopping the object spawner using the Red Hat Linux version 6 init system command:

sudo service sas-viya-spawner-default stop

n starting the object spawner using the Red Hat Linux version 7 systemd command:

sudo systemctl start sas-viya-spawner-default

n restarting the object spawner using a direct call:

sudo /etc/init.d/sas-viya-spawner-default restart

Enable X Commands

Because clients can use host commands to perform potentially harmful operations such as file deletion, by 
default, X commands are disabled for SAS Object Spawner. To enable X commands, follow these steps:

1 Log on to the machine on which the object spawner resides.

2 Using a text editor, open /opt/sas/viya/config/etc/spawner/default/spawner_usermods.sh.

3 Add the following line, save, and close spawner_usermods.sh:

USERMODS="$JREOPTIONS -allowxcmd"

4 Restart the object spawner:

sudo service sas-viya-spawner-default restart

Set umask or ulimit Values

To affect umask and ulimit sessions for SAS Workspace Server, modify workspaceserver_usermods.sh. To affect 
umask and ulimit sessions for SAS/CONNECT Server, modify connectserver_usermods.sh. If you want to set 
umask and ulimit settings for the SAS Workspace Server, the SAS/CONNECT server, and all SAS instances, 
then modify sasenv_local.

1 Log on to the machine on which the SAS Workspace Server or the SAS/CONNECT Server resides as the 
SAS install user or with sudo privileges.

2 Using a text editor, open one of the following files:

n For SAS Workspace Server:

/opt/sas/viya/config/etc/workspaceserver/default/workspaceserver_usermods.sh

n For SAS/CONNECT Server:

/opt/sas/viya/config/etc/connectserver/default/connectserver_usermods.sh
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n For the SAS Workspace Server, the SAS/CONNECT Server, and all SAS instances:

/opt/sas/viya/home/SASFoundation/bin/sasenv_local

3 Add your umask and ulimit values, and save the file.

Your changes take effect the next time the server or servers are launched.

TIP umask and ulimit settings can be set for all users, or values can be set conditionally for each user, 
for collections of users, or for all members of a given Linux group. For more information, see umask 
and ulimit Examples.

umask and ulimit Examples

For example, the following umask command creates all files for all users with effective permissions of rw-r--
r-- (owner:read and write; group:read; other:read):

umask 022

In the following example, umask is set for user joe00001 only:

if [ "$LOGNAME" = joe00001 ]
then
umask 022
fi

You can set ulimits similarly, based on user ID or group membership.

For example:

# determine primary group membership of user
# GP=`groups $LOGNAME | awk '{ print $1 }'`
# assign new ulimit based on userid or group membership as desired
if [ "$LOGNAME" = joe00001 ]
   then
     MAXSIZE=4096
     umask 022
elif [ "$LOGNAME" = fred0002 -o "$GP" = saspower ]
   then
     MAXSIZE=8192
     umask 077
elif [ "$GP" = sasuser ]
   then
     MAXSIZE=6144
else
     MAXSIZE=8192
fi

export MAXSIZE

ulimit -f $MAXSIZE

Lock Down SAS Workspace Servers

Using the LOCKDOWN system option and the LOCKDOWN statement, you can limit access to files and to 
specific SAS features for a SAS Workspace Server session executing in a batch or server processing mode in a 
multi-environment deployment.
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To lock down one or more workspace servers, follow these steps:

1 Sign in to the machine containing the workspace server with administrator privileges.

2 Create a lockdown path list (a whitelist) that contains all of the paths that are accessible to the server and 
add it to /opt/sas/viya/config/etc/workspaceserver/default/autoexec_usermods.sas.

Note: A path declared in the whitelist does not mean that an arbitrary user can read any file in that path. 
Host permissions on physical files and directories always take precedence over the whitelist. SAS adds 
certain pre-defined paths from the SAS configuration file by default. For more information, see LOCKDOWN 
Statement Details.

TIP For a suggestion on how to implement the whitelist, see “Hiding the Whitelist By Locating the Path 
outside the Whitelist” in SAS Viya Statements: Reference.

3 Add the following line to /opt/sas/viya/config/etc/workspaceserver/default/
sasv9_usermods.cfg:

-lockdown

Changes to autoexec_usermods.sas are automatically included when the workspace server scripts run. Your 
changes will take effect the next time SAS starts a workspace server session.

4 If your site uses SAS Studio, then set webdms.showSystemRoot=false.

For more information, see “Update SAS Studio Configuration Properties” in SAS Viya Administration: 
Configuration Properties.

5 If your site uses SAS/CONNECT, see “Lock Down the SAS/CONNECT Server” in SAS Viya Administration: 
SAS/CONNECT Server and Spawner.

Restricting SAS System Options

You can restrict SAS system options so that they cannot be changed by a user. An option can be restricted 
globally, by group, and by user.

Global Restrictions

Create the /opt/sas/viya/home/SASFoundation/misc/rstropts/rsasv9.cfg file and add options to 
this file in the normal configuration file format.

Group Restrictions

Create the /opt/sas/viya/home/SASFoundation/misc/rstropts/groups/groupname_rsasv9.cfg 
file and add options to this file in the normal configuration file format. For example, for user smith in the group 
staff, the filename should be staff_rsasv9.cfg.

User Restrictions

Create the /opt/sas/viya/home/SASFoundation/misc/rstropts/users/user ID_rsasv9.cfg file 
and add options to this file in the normal configuration file format. For example, for user smith, the filename 
should be smith_rsasv9.cfg.

See Also

n “Restricted Options” in SAS Viya System Options: Reference
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SAS Workspace Server and SAS Object Spawner: 
Concepts

SAS Workspace Server

The SAS Workspace Server enables client programs to access SAS libraries, perform tasks by using the SAS 
language, and retrieve the results. Each workspace server process is owned by the client user who made the 
server request.

SAS Object Spawner

SAS Object Spawners interact with SAS by creating a server process for each client connection. SAS 
Workspace Servers are initialized by the SAS Object Spawner. An object spawner runs on the same machine as 
the workspace server, listens for requests, and launches the servers as necessary. The object spawner uses a 
configuration file that contains information for accessing the server.

SAS Workspace Servers and SAS Cloud Analytic 
Services

In a SAS Viya environment, you can set your autoexec.sas file to start a CAS session automatically for you. If 
you perform that step, then SAS uses that session whenever it needs to communicate with SAS Cloud Analytic 
Services.

Many of the procedures that are part of the SAS Viya deployment (PROC CARDINALITY, PROC NNET) use the 
CAS engine (which uses your CAS session) to communicate with CAS. In this context, the workspace server is 
used to interpret your SAS program and determine how to run the lower-level actions in CAS.

Another trigger in a SAS program that lets the workspace server know that CAS is used, is the SESSREF= 
DATA statement option. When you want to run a DATA step in CAS, you must use a libref from a CAS engine 
and specify the CAS session name in the SESSREF= option. When the workspace server interprets these 
language elements, it knows to run your DATA step in CAS. The workspace server is also used to do some work 
in a SAS Viya environment that does not use CAS:

n Creating graphics with procedures like PROC SGPLOT does not run in CAS. The data might be read from 
CAS with a CAS engine libref, but the graphics are created with the workspace server.

n There is also a need for some data processing, such as the INFILE, INPUT, and related DATA step 
statements and functions. These are run in the SAS Workspace Server to read the contents of external files 
before the data can be transferred to CAS for analysis.

SAS Object Spawner Invocation

The SAS Object Spawner uses an suid root program called elssrv to launch processes under the identity of the 
requesting client. The user ID must be root in order to switch identity to another user.

When launching a SAS Workspace Server, the client provides host credentials for the user requesting the SAS 
process to the spawner. The spawner host authenticates the client and receives confirmation of valid credentials 
from sasauth. In addition, sasauth returns the UNIX uid and list of groups. The suid root program launches the 
workspace server under this identity so that the process runs with the host authority of the requesting client.
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